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Organizing Café:
-Design in a Day Learn to
transform a room in just
one day for pennies. May
20, 7 PM. Sherwin Williams
in Woodbury, NJ.
-Request your invitation to
an Appraisal Event, June
6, in Wayne, PA. Just a few
spots left!
All info & registration at

www.HeartWorkOrg.com

856-905-3202
Info@HeartWorkOrg.com
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Go Green...Start at Home

It seems the only retailer I know who hasn’t gone green is my gas
station! Everything has an earth-friendly angle these days. That’s
why I am so excited to offer a very special service to YOU!
Professional Appraiser Katherine Linzey will offer an appraising
event at my home on June 6. The event is by invitation only, and
I’d love to see you there. Organizing and decorating is so much
easier if you know the value of your stuff, what’s really worth keeping, and what is just for fun.

Consider This Get Organized, Go Green
A current TV ad shows a
commuter with a water bottle in her car with a tag
line, “45 minutes in the car;
a thousand years in a landfill.” An email from Rubbermaid states that according
to the Container Recycling
Institute, an estimated 86%
of plastic water bottles go
unrecycled every year in
America. Refill a reusable
bottle and feel good in
more ways than one.

1. Time for change. Low impact materials, like bamboo containers and Sherwin Williams low volatile organic compound (VOC)
paints including Duration, are easy to use, better for people,
and earth friendly. That worth an extra $5/gallon in my book.
2. Storage doesn’t have to mean using boring plastic bins. Bamboo comes in so many attractive storage containers. Cardboard is appropriate for so many storage tasks, and can be recycled. Even canvas is a great storage material sometimes.
3. Restore. When we moved, I couldn’t bear to buy a new sofa
and see the old one go to a landfill. I commissioned a fresh
new slipcover. Not only did I save money, I also saved manufacturing and delivery resources.
4. Reclaim value. I arranged for the old matching loveseat to be
donated to a local charity. I will get a tax deduction, and this
useable piece in good condition will literally go to a good home.
5. If you are curious about your antiques, unusual items or garage
sale treasures, request your invitation to our Appraisal Event
on June 6. Perhaps those items are worth nothing and you can
move on. Or maybe they really can fund Junior’s college education!

Simple Tip: Donations to a charity benefit everyone if they are in good condition and working order.
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